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2.
WSP PROTOTYPE SYSlEM, DATA PRO
CESSING ALGORfTIlMS AND PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT METIIODOLOGY

This fact precludes quantitative assessment of guSI front
detection capability al the flISt two prototype sites
(Huntsville and Kansas City).

The FAA/Lincoln Laboratory WSP testbed was
originally deployed in 1987, hosted on an ASR-8, and
instrumeDled primarily to acquire and record quadra
ture video samples for both high- and low-beam re
ceive paths Oll( to the range of operational concern for
wind shear detection. A real-time signal processor was
added in 1988, and full-up WSP prototype operational
tests began in 1990 and have continued each summer
thereafter. Throughout these later operations, full capa
bility to archive both base data and "raw" radar samples
!.las been maintained. In this section, we describe rele
vant details of the lestbed configuration, the data pro
cessing algorithms that have been developed 10 gener
ate wind shear products, and the methodology we
employ to quantify performance.

2.2 Synopsis of Relevant Algorithms
2.2.1. Base Data Generation Algorithms
The principal elements of the base data generation
algorithms are described in Weber [1987, 1989]. For
each radar resolution cell, these algorithms suppress
ground clutter and estimate the reflectivity, mean klw
altitude Doppler velocity and spectrum width of the me
teorological echoes. High- and low-beam signals are
processed on alternating scans of the antenna. Ground
clutter suppression is accomplished using a data adap
tive approach that minimizes distortion of the weather
echo spectrum in the filtering process. The output of the
clutter suppression mooule is passed to an auto--<:orre
lalor that generates estimates of the signal auto-correla
lion function for both high and low beams ardelays from
zero to four times the average pulse repetition interval.
The precipitation reflectivity factor, Doppler velocity
and spectrum width are calculated usmg the output of
the auto-correlator. Data quality flags are generated
where contamination from ground clutter break
through, out-<>f-trip weather and velocity folding occur
and are used by the meteorological product algorithms
in assessing the validiry of associated base data.

2.1 Prototype System Overview
The prototype Weather Systems ProcessOr as it has
operated since our flISt operational demonstration in
1990 is comprised of:
1. A.n ASR-8 or ASR~9 host radar;
2. Interfaces to extract necessary radio fcequeucy (RFJ
and timing signals;
3. [dentical receivers and AID converters for the high
and low-beam receiving channels of the host radar,
4. A digital signal processor that suppresses interfer
ence (e.g., ground cluner) and computes base data (i.e.,
estimates of weather reflectivity, Doppler velocity and
speetrum width for each range-azimuth resolution cell)
5. Recorders to archive both unprocessed in-phase and
quadrature (l and Q) radar samples, and base data;
6. Single-board computers and workstations that cun
Ihe microburst and gust front detection algorithms, the
stonn motion algorithm, generate precipitation reflec
tivity maps, and transmit the resulting products to the air
traffic control tower; and
7. Remote workstations and monitors that provide
graphical and alphanumeric displays to air traffic con
Ironers and Iheir supervisors.

2.2.2. Microhurst Detection Algorithm
The WSP microburst detection algorithm is a two
stage process. The first stage, described hy Newell and
Cullen [1993], searehes for candidate divergence signa
tures in the low-altitude Doppler velocity field. A
straightforward radial-by-radial search is performed
for the characteristic increasiug (with range) velocity
signature associated with microbucst outflows. The re
sulting shear segments are then subjected to scan-to
scan continuity tests, grouped azimuthally and passed
on to the second stage verification process that ensures
thal the candidate microbucst detections are physically
plausible. This verification process utilizes advanced
image processing and expert system lechnology to as
sess whether the spatial and temporal SlCUCture of the
liqnid water (i.e., reflectivity) field associated with can
didate microburst detections is consistent with physical
expectations.

It is important LO noLe Ihat this prototype !.las not ful
ly emulated engineering design details that will be real
ized with the production WSP. In particular, the proto
type's receive chain design has evolved over the
testbed's operating history in order to achieve .increas
ing sensitivity for the detection of "dry" wind shear
phenomena such as gUS( fronts. During its early years
of operation, net receive chain sensitivity was 5 to 15 dB
less than wj]] be achieved with the production WSP.

2.2.3. Gust Front Detection Algorithm
The WSP's Machine Intelligent Gust From Detec
tion algorithm [Delanoy and Troxel, 1993) exploits
image processing/expert system technology developed
at Lincoln Laboratory originally in the context of Auto
matic Target Recognition. MIGFA employs multiple,
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A hit is defmed as a WSP-generated microbursl
sbape that overlaps a truth polygon. Should more than
one WSP-generated shape overlap a truth, only ODe hit
is tabulated. A false alarm is tabulated for each WSP
generated report that does not intersect a truth polygon.
Probability of detection (Pd) is defmed as the ratio of the
number of hits to the total number of wind shear poly~
gODS in the truth database. Probability of false alarm
(Pfa) is the ratio of the Dumber offalse alarms to the total
number of WSP reports (i.e.• the sum of hits and false
alarms). In this report, both statistics are presented for
categories of increasing microburst intensity. The cate
gories for Pd refer to the differential velocities of the
events considered in the truth database. Thus, for the
"> 15 mls" category, wind shear events with true differ
ential velocity of less than 15 mls are effectively deleted
from the truth database in calculating Pd. For Pfa. these
categories refer to the differential velocity reported by
the WSP algorithms. Thus, again considering the
">15 mls" category, WSP reports with differential ve
locily less than 15 mls would not be considered in tabu
lating false alarms.

independent functional template correlators that search
the WSP's reflectivity and Doppler velocity imagery for
features that are selectively indicative of gust fronts.
Because the ASR-9's intrinsic sensitivity is often inade
quate to directly measure the convergent radial velocity
pattern associated with gust fronts, MIGFA's feature de
tectors are designed to recognize manifestations of the
thin line echo along a front's leading edge. This subtle
feature can be recognized as a slight enhancement.in ra
dar reflectivity relative to background andlor as a line of
spatially coherent Doppler velocity estimates em
bedded in a noise background where gate--to-gate esti
mate variance is much higher. Movement of thin lines
through a background of stationary ground clutter resi~
due and slower moving storm cells aids in their identifi
cation.
The outputs of the feature detectors are expressed as
interest images, whose values (0 to 1) specify the degree
ofevidence that a gust front is present. The multiple in
terest images are fused to form an overall map of evi~
dence indicating the locations of possible gust fronts.
From this image. fronts are extracted as chains of points
(events) and correlated with prior events to establisb
speed and direction of motion. Forecasts of gust front!
wind shift impact at an airport are generated byextrapo
lating the front's current position using this motion esti
mate.

2.3.2. Gust From Algorithm
Gust front hit-miss statislics are tabulated analogously
(0 those presented for the microburst algorithm. Truth
polygons in this case are taken as elongated eight-kilo
meter-wide corridors centered on the line of maximum
velocily convergence andlor thin line intensity as deter
mined from the truth radar data. Hits, false alanns, Pd
and Pfa are then calculated as above based on whether
the WSP's reported gust front lines intersect or miss
truth polygons, The relatively broad width of the truth
polygon accounts for the finite extent of the region of
convergent shear associated with a gust front and for
time differences between available near-surface data
from the truth radar and the WSP reports. A maximum
time difference of twO minutes is allowed before the
WSP report.'i are not scored.

2.3 Scoring Methodology
2.3.1. Microburst Algorithm
lbe performance sooring utilized in this report char
acterizes the end-t<r-end capability of the WSP micro
burst detection system (i.c.• sensor. base data generation
algorithms and meteorological product generation al
gorithms) to automatically detect loss-inducing wind
shear. Truth is generated through mannal examination
of the base data fields generated by the snpporting sen
sors (principally pencil-beam weather radars such as
the LincolnlFAA TDWR testbed) described in Section
3. User-interactive software allows the analyst to draw,
with a mouse. arl:>icrarily shaped polygons over the dis
played data to enclose microbursts or wind shears with
loss. Coordinates defming these polygons are entered
into the truth database for automatic compari!iOn with
the corresponding sbapes that defme detections from
the WSP. Note that the supporting radars often scanned
only a portion of the area covered by the WSP and lypi
cally updated their near-surface data al intervals of one
to three minules. WSP detections that were outside the
areas covered by the truth radars or were displaced by
more than 30 seconds from the nearest truth radar scan
were nor scored.

3.
WIND SHEAR DETECTION PERFORMANCE
AT PROTOTYPE OPERATING SITES
J.! Huntsville. Alabama, 1987-1988

3.1.1 Testbed Configuration
One channel of a Navy ASR--8 was deployed to a
site just west of the airport in Huntsville, Alabama in the
summer of 1986, The radar and associated quadraurre
video recording system were operational by autumn,
and the first Doppler weather imagery from thc testbed
was generated (off line from the recorded raw radar
data) over the winter. Based on the successful summer
1987 off-line demonstration thai microburst and guSt
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front signarures could be exlracted from the testbed sig
nals, a first implementation of a real-time signal proces
Sor was deployed in 2988. lbis facilitated effective data
collection, monitoring, and searing.
The net effect of the ASR-8 parameters and the
WSP receive chain configuralion was to substantially
reduce receiver sensitivity relative to that of the eurrent
prototype and the production WSP. Net reduction in
tow-beam sensitivity was 16 dB at 5 kID and 6.5 dB at
15 Ian. In Huntsville, this would not likely have af
fected results for the microburst detection function
since essentially all microbursts at this site are "wet"
and therefore exhibit high radar retlectivity. Detection
of me much less retlective thin-line signatures
associated .....ith gust fronts is subSlantially degraded,
WIth me net lowering of system sensitivity. For these
rea<,om .....e have not attempted to quantify WSP gust
In >n! delectlon capability at the Huntsville site. The lat
er Orlando data sets, collected with a more appropriate
SCi of radar and receive chain parameters. provide gust
fronl delectton results representative of what would
likely be achieved at Huntsville with the WSP.

Approximately 2500 images of WSP and radar imagery
were scored for the evaluation. Difficulties in recover
ing Huntsville data, caused by aging digital tapes and
subsequent changes in our prolotype's processing hard
ware/software, precluded scoring over the larger data
bases employed at subsequent operating sites.
Table I lists microbursr detection (Pd) and false
alarm (Pfa) probabilities foc this data set Given uncer
WIlty in exactly measuring these parameters using fi
nite wind shear databases, the statistics in Table 1 are
consistent with those derived from the very similar Or
lando environment where wet microbursts associated
with air mass thunderstorms are also predominant. For
the overall population of divergent shears, the Pd was 84
percent, increasing to 95 percent for events exceeding
the 25 mls "microburst alert" threslJold. False-alarm
probability decreases from 20 percent for all "loss"
alens to J3 percent for "microburst" alerts.
Note that the majority of ·'misses" and "false alerts·'
tabulated for the weak shear strength category are me
result of relatively small discrepancies between me loss
intensities reported by the WSP and the pencil---beam ra
dar employed as "U'Uth". For example, a WSP differen
tial velocity report of 12 mls in association with a U'Uth
radar reading of9 mls would be tabulated as a false alert
and reversed readings would constitute a miss. Opera
tionally, it is donbtful that this class of "erroneous"
WSP repon would be perceived as incorrect. For this
data set as for those at subsequenl prolotype operating
sites, the arbitrary 10 mls alertlno---alert threshold some
what distorts (in a pessimistic direction) the extent to
which measured peIfonnance statistics for weak diver
gent shears reflect the "operational" reliability of the
produc!.

3.l.1 Truth Sensors
An essentially co---located C-band 1.4° pencil
beam weather radar (operated under subeontract to the
MIT Center for Meteorology) provided the primary
source of U'Uth for evaluation of the WSP algorithms.
This is a coherent-on-receive magnetron system, pro
viding good sensitivity. We estimate that the radar can
measure refleclivity and Doppler velocity to 30 Ian for
weather exceeding 0 dBz reflectivity.

3.1.3 Environmental Cbaracteristics
The combination of significant low-level moisture
and strong daytime surface heating in the absence of
significant vertical wind shear leads lo the occurrence of
"air-mass" thunderslorms in the southeastern U.S. dur
ing the summer months. From falilo early spring, how
ever, thunderstorms here are induced by strong frontal
systems associated with considerable vertical shear due
lo the proximity of the polar jet stream. Microbursts in
Huntsville are "wet", i.e., characterized by core radar
reflectivities greater than 30 dBZ and mea.<,urable sur
face precipitation.

TABLE 1
ASR-9 Microburst Detection Algorimm
Scoring Results for Huntsville
Event Strengm
>lOmls
>15 mls
>20mls

Pd
0.84
0.95

1.00

Pfa
0.20
0.13
0.11

3.1 Kansas City, Kansas, 1989
3.1.4 Microburst Detection Performance
Storm data from five different days in Huntsville
were scored to characterize microburst detection algo
rithm perfomumce in the Huntsville environment This
relatively small database (approximately 3-1/2 hours
total, involving nearly 30 separate microburst events)
was chosen as representative of the storms mat occurred
near the prototype over the lwo--year operating period.

3.2.1 Testbed Configuration
The WSP testbed was re-Iocated to a rural site over
looking the Missouri River valley some 15 km south
west of Kansas City International Airport. The site was
characterized by relatively intense ground clutter from
the bluffs of the Missouri River valley and the roHing
terrain. As in HunLwille, the radar parameter settings
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significantly reduced sensitivity relative to later WSP
designs, with the prim.ary expected impact being on
gust front detection. For this reason we again do not
present a statistical analysis of the WSP's gust front
detection capability in Kansas City.

ardous 10 aviation (stronger than 15 mls) and that they

are predominantly wet Median reflectivity factor
(-45 dBz), bowever, is substantially less than was ob·
served in either Huntsville or subsequently in Orlando
(-50dBz) [Evans, 1990; Bernella, 1991].

3.2.2 Truth Sensors
The WSP testbed was essentially co---located with
the FAAlLincoln Laboralory Terminal Doppler Weath
er Radar (fDWR) prototype, FL-2. At that time, this
radar operated al S-band. producing a 10 pencil beam.
Over the range of conccrn for evaluation of the WSP
pn:xl.ucts (30 km), FL-2 had sensitivity sufficient to reli
ably measure reflectivity and Doppler velocity for wind
shear phenomena with reflectivity of approximately
-5 dBz or greater. The Klystron transmitter provided ex
cellent stability. thereby supporting ground clutter sup
pression approaching -50 dB. In most cases, FL-2 per
fonned a 120 0 sector scan centered on the airport. Full
PPI scans at the surface were performed only once every
five minutes. Unfortunately, the University of North
Dakota pencil-beam radar that was also deployed 10
support the FAA wind shear measurements at Kansas
City likewise performed a seclor scan over the airport
and did nOI provide significan( coverage in this back
sector. Thus, full scoring of the WSP testbed's products
was limited to about one-thinl of the area that would be
of operational concern for an on-airport WSP.

3.2.4 Microburxt Detection Performance
False divergence signatures generated by the slop
ing slorm structures described above are most prevalent
near the edges of storm cells, or in othcr regions where
the vertically integrated reflectivity seen by the ASR's
beam has a significant honwntal gradient. To reduce
the occurrence of false alarms from this mechanism, the
veritication Slage of the WSP's microburst detection al
gorithm aggressively tilten; out divergence signamres
that are centered outside the significant reflectivity con·
tours in a storm cell. Although this and other image pro
cessing techniques are effective in holding false alen
probabilities down, occasionally they may also elimi
nate alerts for true divergent shears.
Detection and false-alarm statistics from the Kansas
City database are listed in Table 2. Data are from a rep
resentative set of thunderstorm episodcs, acquired on
ten different days. The database encompasses six hours
in total. and approximately 45 discrete microbursL~.
Forty-three hundred WSP images wcre scored againl'it
truth. These periods include most of the significant con
vection that occurred at the test site during the Kansas
City campaign.

3.2.3 Environmental Characteristics
The prevalence of nocturnal low-level jct streams
over the midwestern U.S. often sustains thunderstonn
development (non air-mass) inlo the nighttime hours.
Thus, a more significant difference relative to the south
eastern U.S. sites is the presence of strong, vertical
speed and directional shear in the ambient horizontal
wind field in which Midwestern thunderstorms form.
This shear serves to organize the convection into long
lived, meso-scaLe complexes that propagate rapidly and
for long distances. Associated "sloping" of precipita
tion shafts is a significant issue for low-altitude wind
shear detection with the ASR-9's fan beams. In some
circumstances, reflectivity aloft may exceed that at the
surface by many orders of rnagnilUde, making it virtuaJ
ly impossible for the radar to measure the near-surfac.e
wind tield accurately. This circumstance does not di
rectly affect the ability to detect microburxts since, as
indicated above, these are predominantly associated
with surface rain. Howcver, false divergenL velocity sig
natures may result when changcs in wind with altilUde
are "interpreted" by the fan beam as horizontal wind
shear.
Data collected by thc IDWR testbed indiCates that
about one-half of all Kansas City microbursts are haz

TABLE 2
ASR-9 Microburst Detection Algorithm
Scoring Results for Kansas City
Event Strength
>lOmis
>15 mls
>20mls

Pd

pfa

0.67
0.87
0.99

0.15
0.09

0.21

Relative to southeastern U.S. airmass thunderstonn
environments, the Pd at Kansas City was lower, particu
larly for divergent wind shears below the "microbursl
alert" threshold. Overall, about two-thirds of all diver
gent shears were detected by lhe prototype, rising to aJ
mosl 90 percent at the 15 mls "microbursl'· threshold.
Higher detection probabilities in this environment
could readily be attained if Pfa were allowed 10 rise.
3.3 Orlando Rorida, 1990--1992
3.3.1 Testbed Configuration
The WSP testbed was moved to Orlando, Florida in
the spring of 1990, along with the IDWR prototype and
other supponing sensors [Noyes et al.. 1991]. The WSP
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testbed occupied the former on-airport site of the FAA's
operational radar (ASR-S) which had been vacated
upon commissioning of ils ASR-9. During the Orlando
field program. the host radar for the WSP prototype was
upgraded from an ASR-S to an ASR-9, and the WSP re
ceiver's dynfllTl.ic range was increased substantially.
Gust front detection was identified as a system require
men! so that. in contrast to previous operations, a data
base was acquired that was appropriate for quantitative
evaluation of WSP gust from capability.

the WSP were scored against truth radar data.
As in Huntsville, the prevalence of air mass (weakly
sheared) thunderstorm cells. high radar cross sections in
microbursts and the benign clutter environment contrib
ute to a high overall probabilily of detection and low to
moderate false-alarnt probabilities for all strength cate
gOries. The Pd at the microburst alert threshold is 91
percent, with an associated false-alarm probability of
six percent.

3.3.2 Truth Sensors
As in Kansas City, the FL-2 IDWR prototype was
generally the prefel"Ted reference for scoring of WSP
products. For opera(ions in Florida, this radar was con
verted 10 the C-band operating frequency used in the
production TDWR. Because FL-2 was not co-located
with the WSP testbed, radar Yiewing angles for some
wind shear events differed significantly between the
IwO radars. When there was concern that asymmetry in
the slrength of microburst outflow winds might be a fac
tor in diff~nces between WSP and IDWR testbed
measuremems of a microbursl, we examined data from
either the University of North Dakota or MIT C-band
weather radars (whichever had a viewing angle to the
event most similar to the WSP testbed) to arbitrate.

ASR-9 Microburst Detection Algorithm
Scoring Results for Orlando

TABLE 3

Event Strength
>lOnlis
> 15 nlls
>20 mls

Pd
0.80
0.91
0.96

Pla
0.12
0.06
0.04

3.3.5 Gust Front Detection Perrormance
Data from eight thunderstorm day~ during the 1991
and 1992 storm seasons were evaluated to estimate
WSP gust front detection performance in the Orlando
environment. Approximately 630 images of WSP and
IDWR data were compared, encompassing more than
25 hOUTS of data collection. Statistics summarizing
detection perrormance are presented in Table 4. Detec
tion probability for fronts with associated convergent
velocity differential exceeding 10 m/s was 67 percent,
increasing to 73 percem for fronts with t:::" V>15 mls.

3.3.3 Environmental Characteristics
Air-mass thunderstonns form. almost daily during
the summer months in Orlando. often aided by the prop
agation of sea-breeze fronts that migrate eastward and!
or westward across the Florida peninsula. Since these
phenomena are instigated by daytime surface heating,
most summertime microbursls in Florida occur during
the daylight hours, with a few lingering into the early
evening. As mentioned previously, all microbursls in
the southeastern U.S. are classified wet Median core
reflectivities in Orlando microbursts were measured fO
be 5OdBz.
Gust fronts observed in Orlando were characterized
by low lO moderate thin line reflectivity values and
weak convergence strengths. Median gust front thin
line reflectivity was 15 dBz. Seventy-two percent of
Orlando gust fronts exhibited maximum convergence
strength less than 10 mls.

TABLE 4
ASR-9 Gust Front Delection Algorithm
Scoring Results for Orlando

Pd

V>10 nlls
0.67

V>15m1s
0.73

Pb
0.11

3.4 Albuquerque, New MeXico. 1993-1995
3.4.1 TesLbed Configuration
The testbed was relocated to Albuquerque interna
tional Airport (ABQ) in the spring of 1993 for data
collectiOn and operaliolUll demonstrations in an arid,
High Plains environment. An on-airport site with unob·
structed viewing to the runways and principal approach
and departure corridors was chosen. Our testbed siting
choices differ significantly from those the FAA
employed in siting its ASR-9 at Albuquerque. The
FAA's radar is sited in a natural depression (serving as a
clutter fence for the radar), and its antenna is tilled up

3.3.4 Microbursl Detection Performance
Table 3 lists detection and false-alarm statistics for
the WSP's microbursl detection function operated over
the three years of the Orlando field program. The data
base is from thunderstorm episodes on 34 days during
this period, encompassing approximateLy 30 hOUTS of
convective storm activity and 200 discrete microbursl
events. "IWenty-one thousand single-scan images from
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wards 0.5 0 relative to the nonnal ASR setting. These
choices reduce interference from the severe ground
clutter at ABQ but also reducc radar illuminalion at low
altitude where wind shear phenomena are most mani
fest It is unclear whether the differences in our siling
and antenna tilt, relative to those used for the FAA's ra
dar at Albuquerque, would lead to a net increase or de
crease in wind shear delection perfonnance.

Southwest Summertime thunder8tonns are air-mass
type, but peak: occurrence is in early evening, possibly
delayed by a "deficit" of atmospheric moisture, relative
to other testbed locations. This relative lack of moisture
is also evident in the frequent occwrence of dry micro
bursts in Albuquerque which bave relatively low radar
reflectivities and little or no swface rainfall. During our
testbed opern.tions approximately 25 percent of Albu
querque microbursts exhibited core reflectivities of less
than 30 dBz. Such events exhibit radar cross sections
that may be many orders of magnitude smaller than rhe
severe ground clutter SOUl'(;es that are prevalent at this
site. Compounding the difficulty of radar-based micro
burst detection at this site is thc presence of significant
vertical shear in the ambient wind field caused by topo
graphic effects and the frequent proximity of synoptic
fronts. We described the effects of vertical shear Oil
WSP mkroburst detection capability in discussing the
Kansas City results.
The arid ABQ environment is also manifest in the
radar reflectivities of gust frout thin lines. Essentially
all of the gust fronts obse.....ed had reflectivities less than
10 dBZ, and 35 percent had reflectivities less than
o dBz. The speed of movement and convergence
strength associated with many of these fronts were
strong, however. In particular, "Canyon Wind" events
outflows from thunderstonns east of the Sandia Moun
tains, which are funnelled through the Tijeras canyon
onto the airport - are oonnally very strong. with maxi
mum convergence strengths greater than 15 mls. Radar
detection of these events is extremely difficult until they
clear the intense ground cluner from the mountains.

3.4.2 Truth Sensors
The MIT C-band radar used previously in Orlando
and Huntsville was deployed at a site approximately
3 nmi south of the WSP testbed as our primary sour~ of
tnIth for the WSP's wind shear products. As noted pre
viously. this radar's sensitivity is adequate to detect
wind shear with reflectivity of 0 dBz or greater. Howev
er. limited clutter suppression capability associated
wIth the radar's magnetron transmitter makes accurate
measurement of low reflectivity weather echoes prob
lematic in intense ground clutter areas around ABQ. In
most cases, the spalial extent of the wind shear phenom
ena is sufficiently large relative to the clutter-obscured
area thai a human data interpreter can adequately truth
the evcm. In the circumstance where actual wind shear
events were invisible to our troth radar - an event we be
lieve was rare, based on visual observations of wind
shear cues and wind data from a MESONET array - the
effect would have been to undercount the occurrence of
missed detections (if the WSP likewise did not detect
the evenr) or over count false alarms (if the WSP did de
tecr the event).
3.4.3 Environmental Characteristics
Albuquerque InteflUltional Airport is located on a
plateau south of the city of Albuquerque. The terrain
rises steadil)' to the east and northeasr before reaching
the shear faces of the Sandia Mountains. These extend at
their highest elevation more than 1800 m above the alti
rude of the airport. To the west, the terrain falls off 100
meters or more to the Rio Grande River Valley, then
rises steadily over many miles to a level approximately
120 m higher than that of the airport. Ground clutter re
sulting from this significant topographic relief is ex
treme. In addition to the topography, large hangars and
buildings 00 Kirtland Air Force Base to the northeast of
the testbed produce intense discrete clutter sources at
short range. The median equivalent weatherrefleclivity
factor for clutter within 15 km of the testbed is 32 dBz.
and in 10 percent of the resolution cells within rhis
range, equivalent clutter reflectivity exceeds 60 dBz.
More than one-half of Albuquerque's annual thun
derstonn days occur in late summer (July-August) in
conjunction with the monsoon season in the desert

3.4.4 Microburst Detection Perfonnance
Table 5 sununarizes detection and false-alarm prob
abilities for the WSP prototype's microburst delection
function at ABQ. Data evaluated were from 38 repre
sentative thunderstonn days during !he 1993 and 1994
stonn seasons. Approximately 35 hours of data are in
cluded, involving 120 separate microburst events.
TWenty-five thousand scans ofWSP data were scored in
generating these statistics.
The environmental challenges of this site - severe
ground clutter, low cross section microbursts and a ver
tically sheared ambient atmosphere - resulted in signifi
cant reduction in Pd relative to the other sites evaluated.
TWo-thirds of all divergent wind shears were detected
by the WSP prototype, rising to approximately 80 per~
cent at the microburst alert threshold. Higher false
alarm probahilities also were incurred, particUlarly for
weak shear alerts near the IO mls threshold.
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TABLES

have not collected testbed data. The climatological data
used for this analysis included 30--year normals for
annual number of thunderswrm days, measurable-pre
cipitation days and the average hour of maximum thun
derstorm occurrence. In Table 7 below we project detec
tion perfonnance for the major safety hazard addressed
by the WSP, divergent shears with differential velocity
exceeding 15 mls (microburst alerts).
Thunderstorms in the northeast U.S. occur mainly
during the summer months in late aftemoon and are
often triggered by fronts associated with low-pressure
systems traversing southern Canada. In iliese situa
tions, significant vertical shear in the ambient wind is
likely to be present, possibly leading to contamination
of the ASR-WSP surface velocity estimates from
above-ground storm features as in Kansa~ City. In other
inslaIlces_ conditions favor air-mass-iliunderstorm de
vdopmenl typical of the southeastern U_S. Given this
knowledge. we would expect wind shear detection per
fonnance to fall between the Kansas City and souilieast
em U.S. testbed results. Ten proposed WSP sites fall
into this environmental regime.
Another distincl climatological region exists in the
upper-midwestern U.S. and includes the ASR-WSP
sites of Madison, Cedar Rapids and Des Moines. These
localions exhibit slightly more thunderstorm days than
those in the northeastern U.S. and a nocturnal peak in
thunderstorm frequency. The nocturnal peak is attribut
able to this region's closer proximity to the main jet
stream and nocturnal low-level jets during the summer
months. The strong dynamics associated with these fea
tures sustain thunderstorm development beyond the
hours of daytime surface heating. Consequently, verti
cal wind shear is likely to be sigttificanl in this regime
during thunderstorm periods as was observed when the
ASR-WSP testbed collected data in Kansas City in
t 989. Therefore, we would expect microburst detection
performance at these iliree WSP locations to mirror the
Kansas City testbed results cited earlier.
The southeastern U.S. comprises a third climate
zone. The 11 ASR-WSP sites in the Southeas( have
approximately the same number of days with measur
able precipitation, but the hour of maximum iliunder
storm frequency is slightly earlier on the Southeast
coast and Florida peninsula, primarily due (0 sea
brecze enhancement. Cities here also have more thun
derstorm days, while those farther north experience sig
nificant snowfall (>''') on at least one day annually.
However, the pre<lomirumt type of thunderstorm
throughout the Southeast is the air-mass thunderstorm
driven by diurnal surface heating during the summer
months and promoted by sea-breeze froms if near the
Southeast coast. Hardly any vertical shear in the ambi
ent wind is present in both regimes during the summer_

ASR-9 Microburst Detection Algorithm
Scoring Results for Albuquerque

Pd

Event Strength
>20 m/s
>15 mls

0.66
0.78
0.92

>20m/s

pfa
0.29
0.18

0.[3

3.4.5 Gust Front Detection Performance
Gust front detection results from Albuquerque are
summarized in Table 6. This data set was drawn from
six represenlative days in 1994. (The WSP receive
chain configuration was imprOVed following the 1993
ABQ stann season to realize increased sensitivity for
the ver)' low radar cros.~ section gust fronts prevaleol at
this site, resulting in a substantial improvement in gust
front detection perfonnance.) Fifteen hours of data. en
compassing 422 comparisons of WSP and truth radar
imagery, are included in the database.
As with the microburst detection algorithm, the sen
sitivily constraints of the ASR-WSP and the presence of
strong clutter regions inhibited the gust front algo
rithm's detection ability. Due to the low reflectivity
associated with many of the gust fronts, the events were
often barely visible in the base data, especially those lo
cated near clutter regions. In spite of these Challenges,
the algorithm did very well with the stronger gust fronts,
detecling 74 percent of the gust fronts having
~ V:>15 mls. Weaker gust fronts were more difficult to
observe by the WSP. The Pd for all fronts with ~V ex
ceeding 10 mls was 50 percent.

TABLE 6
ASR-9 Gust Front Detection Algorithm
Scoring Results for Albuquerque

Pd

4.

m

V>lOmls
0.50

V>15 mls
0.74

Pfa

0_11

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS RELATIVE
WSP NATIONAL DEPLOYMENT PLANS

Estimates of WSP wind shear deteetion perfor
mance at all sites seheduled to receive the WSP can be
achieved via a climatology-based extrapolation of the
testbed scoring results reported here. Analysis of clima
tological data for the proposed WSP locations permits
separntion of the sites into groups of homogeneous cli
rIUltology that can be used to project ASR-WSP wind
shear detection performance at loc.ations for which we
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so i?terference With ASR-WSP surface-velocity esti
matlng capability is minimal. We would expect wind
shear detection performance statistics at the northern
tier WSP Southeast sites (RIC, ORF, GSa, ITS, BHM
and HSV) to be well represented by data gilthered at the
HunLSville WSP testbed site, and perfonnance at the
southernmost sites «(1-IS, lAX, GNY, DAB and SRQ) to
be similar to that of the Orlando testbed.
The ASR-WSP sites in southern TeX1lS are dist.inct
from other Southwestern sites in their early hour of
maximum lhunderswrm frequency (high convective
available pOlential energy) and absence of vertical wind
shear most of the year. Summenime thunderstorms arc
usually air-mass type, with Gulf of Mexico moisture
fueling the activily_ Therefore, we would expect wind
shear detection perfonnance for the three south Texas
sites 10 renect OrlandolHunLSvilJe performance.
The ~cond climatological group of Southwest sites
(lubbo.:-L El Paso. Tuscon and Albuquerque) will ex
penence atmospheric moisrure conditions representa
tive of Albuquerquc. although venical wind shear and
ground clutter may be significantly lower than ABQ.
As mentioned previously. the operational issue unique
to this region is the o.:-currence of dry microbursts
mainly in late spring/early summer, which ASR-WSP
may nOI detect if the evenlS are very dIy. Most thunder
slorm activity o.:-curs dUring the later summer months
when moist monsoonal flow enters the region. Vertical
shearin the ambient wind has been evident in Albuquer
que during the summer months, although lhis may be
less of an issue at more southerly sites owing to greater
distance from polar fronts and rugged topography. Ex
pected WSP performance at these sites would be similar
to Albuquerque, although Southwest sites with less
ground clutter might sbow improved results.
Finally, thunderstorm frequency in southern
California and Hawaii is lowest of all the ASR-WSP
siles. Cold fronLS associated with coastal-Pacific win
ter Sforms are often the cause of those in the Los Angeles
area. We would suspect sea breezes and terrain induce
most thunderstorms in Hawaii. Vertical wind shear
should not pose a problem for surface velocity estima
tion at either location, except during the winter months
in Los Angeles when the poJ..ac jet stream occasionally
dips southward LOward the area. Our best estimate is
that detection performance in southern California
would be in the range of that demonstrated at the proto
type's southeastern and midwestern U.S. sites, and that
Hawaii's would closely resemble Orlando's since both
locations are tropical.

TABLE 7
Projected WSP Microburst Detection Perfonnance
Within Climatological Regimes (ti. V>15 mls )
Region
Total Sites
Northeast
10
Midwest
3
Southeast!Florida II
SouthCentral
3
Southwest
4
So. California
2
Hawaii
I

5.

Expected Pd Expected Pfa
0.85 -0.90 0.10- 0.15
0.85 - 0.90 0.15 -0.20
0.9Q- 0.95 0.05-0.15
0.90 -0.95 0.05-0.15
0.75 -0.85 0.l5 -0.20
0.85 -0.95 0.10-0.15
0.90- 0.95 0.05 - 0.15

SUMMARY

In this repon, we have provided background and a
quantitative performance summary for the wind shear
detection functions (microburst and gUSt front) of the
Airport Surveillance Radar Weather Systems Processor.
The current prototype WSP hardware and algorithms
are viewf'(j as largely representative of what will be
deployed in the production version of the WSP, al
though some improvements in perfonnance may accrue
from refmement efforts that win be ongoing up to the
time of full-scale development (FSD) COntract award.
The algorithms will be proVided at that time by the Gov
ernment 10 the FSD contractor for implementation.
Overall, we believe that the analysis in this repon
supports the contention that the WSP's wind shear
detection algorithms - at their current level of perfor
mance- wjJJ provide operational products sufficient to
meet the uteds of the aviation community at the airpons
where the system will be deployed. Challenging envi
rorunental conditions - such as those experienced dur
ing testbed operations at Kansas City and Albuquerque
- may degrade performance relative to the near
lDWR-like capability demonstrated in the southeast
ern U.S. Operational feedback, however, durin\! Durre
cent Albuquerque demonstrations indicate - as -was the
case during the earlier Orlando, FL demonstrations _
that the wind shear detection performance of the proto
type WSP is viewed extremely positively by Air Traffic
Controllers and pilots. Informal feedback and question
naires fIlled out by users at both airpons have do.:-u
rnented that the WSP's wind shear products, in com
bination with its predictions of flight route impact
through gust front tracking and stonn motion estima
tion, have significantly improved the safety and effi·
ciency oftermlnal operations.
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